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• Example of application 
• Conclusion
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Utility and heat transfer system 
Processes
Heat recovery by pinch analysis 
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Methodology - challenges
• Develop a targeting method 
• Considering restricted matches 
• Minimizing energy and cost penalty of restricted matches 
• Introducing heat transfer fluid network for indirect heat exchange
• Optimizing mass flow rates for heat transfer fluids and utilities
• Maximizing combined heat and power production 
• Defining complete list of streams for HEN design  
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• Objective function 
• Fuel consumption
• Electricity consumption                                      Electricity exportation 
• Mass flow rates 
• Global heat cascade 
Methodology - Algorithm 
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M˙c,kqc,k + R˙k+1 − R˙k = 0 ∀k = 1..., nk
variables parameters
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• Heat cascade for each sub-system
• Additional constraints: Heat balance in the heat transfer system 




M˙h,hts,kqh,hts,k + R˙hts,k+1 − R˙hts,k −
ns∑
s=1




M˙c,hts,kqc,hts,k + R˙hts,k+1 − R˙hts,k +
ns∑
s=1






M˙c,s,kqc,s,k + Q˙−hts,s,k − Q˙+hts,s,k + R˙s,k+1 − R˙s,k = 0
R˙s,k ≥ 0 ∀k = 1..., nk,∀s = 1..., ns
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Preheating 20 50 11262
Water cooling 50 30 -7297
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1. MER - (without industrial constraints)
Cold Utility
Hot Utility 6014 kW
Cold utility 1651 kW
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Hot utility 9868 kW
Cold utility 5505 kW
Penalty 3854 kW
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Integration of heat transfer networks (2)
• Hot water loop 
• Water loop between 35°C to 80°C 
• Heat can be exchanged indirectly between sub-systems 
• Penalty is decreased 
• Sub-systems can work independently 
• Steam network
• Steam from boiler cannot exchange heat directly with the process
• Combined heat and power 
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Heat load of hot water loop: 4066 kW
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Heat load distribution (1)
• minimize number of connections
• Heat balance of hot stream i in interval k 
• Heat balance of cold stream j 

















Qikj} = Qj j = 1...nftc
nftc∑
j=1
Qikj = Qik i = 1...nfth k = kp1...kp2
kp2∑
k=kp1
Qikj − yijQmax ≤ 0 i = 1...nfth j = 1...nftc
Qikj ≥ 0 i = 1...nfth j = 1...nftc k = kp1...kp2
yij = 0 Qikj = 0
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Conclusions
• Division of the process into sub-systems 
• Combined heat and power production 
• Simultaneous optimization of the utility integration and the heat transfer 
system 
• Easier design of the heat exchanger network 
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Thank you for your attention ! 
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